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About This Game

Your visit to the theme park was over much too quickly?

Imagine what it would be like if you could re-live some of your adventures anytime and anywhere – directly in 360° virtual
reality (VR)!

Welcome to the Coastiality app! Discover a virtual world which is already being offered in theme parks worldwide. Ride your
favourite rollercoaster again or re-live exciting events as often as you wish – in 360° and virtual reality (VR). The exciting

recordings make it seem as if you were actually at the centre of the action.
With the Coastiality app, you always have the theme park with you – wherever you are!

The Coastiality app and all of its 360° videos can be experienced completely in virtual reality (VR).

So what are you waiting for? Experience the unique theme park feeling in virtual reality (VR) and 360° – with Coastiality!

The Coastiality app contains videos that may trigger phobias. These experiences include horror houses, scary clowns and
zombies.
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Title: Coastiality
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
MackMediaGames
Publisher:
MackMediaGames
Release Date: 14 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64

Processor: Intel-i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX-970 / AMD Radeon R9 290

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 130 MB available space

English,French,German,Korean,Ukrainian
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Probably the worst english translation I've read in a good while. I seriously wonder if the translator knew the difference between
exclamation points and question marks. Story is decent, although riddled with cliches.. The ultimate strategy game.
Confusing, yet interesting puzzles.
Amazing game.. Holy crap don't buy this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥. First up: Please note, I do not recommend this game at full price.
I got it at a discount, and that's probably the time you should get it.

As for the game itself: Do you remember that fun feeling of coming together with the whole family on christmas, and just
grabbing a 1000 piece jigsaw? The feeling of the pieces as you rub your hands through them, looking for that distinct feeling of
an edge piece? Well, this game has none of it, but I doubt any puzzle game can, but still.

The pieces are all already perfectly aligned, right side up, and picture side up as well, which means no hassle of pieces turning
upside down when you go through them. But also, no fun of firguring out what goes on what side. But even more so, because
alot of the pieces are moving, it's like a huge brain dump, where you can't distinguish from edge to normal piece as easily.

This also leads to an interesting mechanic. With the lack of space in the borders to have a lot of pieces separately, and the
movement being different in different spots, soon you'll stop puzzling with the regular "edge first" mentality, and start with a
new these pieces are very close together mentality, which can happen on any spot of the picture. Sometimes it's the sky,
sometimes it's a single reed, and sometimes it's the one thing that doesn't move, like a tree.

In the end, it won't come close to a regular jigsaw on christmas for me, but the idea that the picture starts growing, and seeing
the movement of an eye take shape, and become almost completely round does give a good feeling.

The downside is, that the first three puzzles start at 60 pieces, second 3 start at 240 pieces, and then 3, and 1 separately start at
350 pieces, without a way to play the easier ones first. This means you need to do the hard ones before the easy ones, and makes
it a bad game to let your kid puzzle with.

It is a nice game, which does give a few different ways of puzzling, which in itself is nice, but eventually, you will still know you
can't just use 9 square feet of your home just for a puzzle for the next two weeks, and thus your playing on a subpar computer
screen to safe some room. Fun while it lasts, but not a whole lot longer.. THis game is awesome pure and simple

while there are things that could be improved
IE probbally more unlocks: I have already finished unlocking everything and ive only played it for about 2 hrs

but other than that rather small detail this game is definatly worth the price
have yet to try multiplayer seems like it could be good. Expected more...
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I’ve spotted this game at Gamescom and immediately got interested so when it came out i picked it up. After playing the game a
bit i have to say that i expected a bit more from it. The combat system is not perfect but pretty smooth. Visuals are ok most of
the time for an indie game, but not super impressive. Still somehow this game managed to capture the atmosphere of
desperation from Dark Souls 1, which I personally absolutely love.
The game is not a difficult as DS though at least so far. I’m not sure how far I am from completing the game but this is most
probably going to the game that I will compete, and this is not something I do too often these days.
. This was an epic game Gumboy Tournament is a semi-follow up to 2006's 2D side-scroller Gumboy: Crazy Adventures.
What's unique about Gumboy Tournament is that it's not a linear, move-from-the-left-of-the-screen-to-the-right-of-the-screen
platformer in the vein of Super Mario Bros. The game's levels are closed-off arenas, and the view usually allows you to see most
of the level,
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It's... meh. I don't know... I mean it's okay, kinda, but just not good.. Pros:
- reasonable price for 4-5 hours of gameplay
- interesting mechanics which are introduced at a good pace
- engaging enough to make you want to play in one sitting
- puzzles challenging but not too hard
- gameplay almost flawless

Cons:
- rarely the game will bug out and you have to restart in order to get level transitions to load
- walking is rather slow
- story wasn't that interesting / good (but it's a puzzle game so who cares)

Conclusion:
If you like first-person puzzle games you can safely get this and have a fun time. It doesn't reinvent the wheel and doesn't reach
the high genre standards games like Portal, Antichamber or The Witness had set. But at this price the puzzles are good enough
to make you have a fun time.. I"m surprised there isn't one review and honestly I"m not sure how this works so not even sure
this one will show up.

The reason for this review being negative isn't because I didn't enjoy the game.
I actually liked the game and was having fun playing until it was unplayable due to you can't finish the game because of the huge
flaw in the game play design of it near the end of the game.

 What makes this a game not to purchase is that the developers designed this game so that an essential item you need to finish
the game that is used way before near the end of it simply disappears because you use it on a previous task, leaving you stuck at
a crucial part near the end of the game because you can't find another source for this item or way to get it back without starting
completely over.

 This means if you find this out after you been playing the game you already invested a lot of time and can't finish the game.

This may be a game I come back in the future just to see if the solution I found is doable considering if you mess up again your
stuck in starting over again however why would I want to start all over again any time soon having just played it over a couple of
days ( I don't usually play a game through in one session and play times will reflect me leaving games active even if not playing
at the moment) having to search and discover a solution only because I found a random post online explaining what we have to
do in order to complete the game.

 if you do have this game or want to get it read the game discussions here on steam first because I posted how to get around this
issue in the game. I haven't tested it out but maybe in the future will.

I don't know why when games I would think are usually tested by the developers and even later sometimes problems are found
and they create a patch or update to correct them that this game hasn't been looked into but why have a game for sale one can't
even finish :c

disappointed and since my playtime is well over 2hrs before I even encountered this issue no chance of requesting a refund from
steam, though it was on sale I would be asking for my $3.35 back due to unable to finish the game. :c. Can someone explain why
ship Aculeus Beta cannot attack??? I just beat all the difficulties and this reword cannot even attack! If this is fixed I will give
the thumb.. Super Hydorah is an extremely well made game, from its visual design to its options, and its controller support (PS4
controllers work with no hassle!). It's clear that developers knew exactly what they wanted to do with this game, and how to
make it properly. If you're looking for an extremely polished and optimized shmup then look no further.

However, while I understand that this is probably accurate to Gradius (which was the main inspiration for this game), and
ultimately a matter of opinion, Super Hydorah is difficult to an extremely excessive degree. The developers seem to be aware of
this, and have added a lower difficulty option which lets you survive two hits by default rather than having to find a shield to
survive just one. However, using it feels more like i'm just allowed to cheat rather than actually fixing the problem.

Buy this game if you want an authentic 2D Shoot-Em-Up experience with a fresh coat of paint, but be warned that this game is
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immensely punishing and not for everyone.. The father of the king of turn-based squad-sized tactical games \u2013 the
predecessor of Jagged Alliance 2. This release contains an original game, a campaign about capturing Metavira island from the
forces of bad scientist in favor of good scientist\u2026 and standalone add-on Deadly Games, which is not holding a story, being
just a list of separate missions. Although the challenge of those missions in the Deadly Games makes it a very good tactical
game on its own.

What is more, Steam now releasing just the same version of the game as GOG \u2013 with DosBox, and everything polished
and tuned up to the perfect condition. Funny thing is that the game I\u2019m calling the king, the second Jagged Alliance, in
gold edition, that Steam sells now\u2026 requires quite a bit of fixing, after you\u2019ll install it, but the first game, aged 21
years now, running smoothly out-of-the-box.

Some basic info: in the Jagged Alliance you\u2019re settled as the mercenaries commander and entrepreneur, who hires them
from some agency via personal notebook, trains them, hones them\u2026 And sending them to death, to capture some sectors of
the God-forgotten island somewhere in the Pacific ocean, where inhabits some unique medical panacea plant, which can\u2019t
be find anywhere else in the world. Game combines turn-based tactical warfare of little squads of mercs with strategical
elements, where you planning your budget, since we\u2019re all know that for every war you need money, money and even
more money. Every merc you can hire have some personality, strong and weak points, and stats, which can be trained or
dropped, considering your gaming experience. Mercs are calculating your actions, and follow you only when you\u2019re good
both with paychecks and strategy on the battlefield.

What I\u2019m trying to say there is that even in the first Jagged Alliance we can see many of the elements still considering a
highest insignia of top-notch tactical games where you\u2019re operating the small unit of soldiers. I can call the Valkyria
Chronicles as an example there, its fun was builded on the same base of interactions between team-mates.

Yet\u2026 With all good points we see in this game, like interesting and deep mechanic of controlling warfare, resource
gathering and interpersonal relationships altogether - it is really hard to actually recommend buying this game now to anyone not
familiar with it already. Even if you are good with the given genre, it might be a very hard experience, considering the fact it is
real old-school, without tutorials or playgrounds. Well, in case you are really want to see how things were settling in the
game\u2019s GUI 20 years back, or if you\u2019re up to some kind of pilgrimage to the roots of one of the best-game\u2019s-
mechanics-ever-made \u2013 OK, give it a shot.

My rating is 8\/10 (for beautiful eyes of Brenda and extra 1000$ from Jack, obviously).
. Let's get this out of the way - this is a 7 hour game. It shouldn't take you much more than that to complete.

What we have here is a mash up between a rogue-like dungeon crawl and tetris. You are given blocks that fill out dungeon space
that you decide where to drop to complete a castle. Each room can have any number of things - from enemies to loot. Once you
finish the level's requirement, you're allowed to leave.

There are three playable characters and three "worlds" that have different enemies, but that's about all. You'll earn materials to
upgrade cards that can either be purchased and brought into a castle or found within.

The game mechanics are very simple, which makes it easy to learn, but it's clear the game is relying entirely on this gimmick to
carry it. It's not very deep and there's little to upgrade.

Character differences are largely based in starting stats and those kind of even out once you're leveled enough.

It's a good time waster, but not much more than that.

Five dollars is reasonable for this game.. Greatest dlc for one of the funniest games on earth! Cant wait for the next content of
the game.. Not very compelling.
Looked like it would be right up my alley.. Regardless the tile misplacement because of bad mouse positioning which is
annoying, surprisingly, the combination of Tetris and rogue-like game design bring me a lot of fun. Although the goal is the
same in each stage, you can construct brand new dungeon every time you enter the game, so you won't get bored. Good to spend
some time on this game during your break. All in all, this game is fun and well worth the price.
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